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Abstract 
A quantitative approach to IR thermographic evaluation of thermal protection quality in buildings is presented. 
The main concept is that overall monitoring of building facades is combined with reference point measurements 
of heat flux density to produce viable estimates of reduced wall thermal resistance. Two test cases are discussed. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
A role of infrared (IR) thermography in the energy audit in building is undisputed. However, 
this technique is still qualitative being mainly limited by the detection of hidden defects. 
Quantitative estimates are mostly related to the determination of envelope thermal resistance, 
and here IR imagers often have no advantages to compare to conventional thermometers. This 
comes from the fact that IR imagers can be regarded as multi-point non-contact thermometers 
but of a rather low accuracy. In fact, some inspection parameters, such as emissivity and 
background reflected temperature, can be hardly evaluated across large areas to be inspected; 
therefore, the measurement accuracy is about 0.5-2 oC that is too bad while determining heat 
losses and envelope thermal resistance. Besides, IR cameras cannot measure through-the-wall 
heat flux density, and the use of standard fluxmeters makes surveys unacceptably long. In this 
study, we describe a step-by-step inspection procedure intended for the determination of wall 
thermal resistance and heat losses by combining point-like measurement of heat flux and fast 
evaluation of facade temperature by using IR imagers. 
According to the Russian National Standard (GOST) 26254-84, the measurements of heat 
flux Q  and temperature T  in a chosen reference point are to be fulfilled during a long period 

of time (up to 15 days) and then a shorter period (up to 3 days) is to be chosen to average the 
obtained data and calculate wall thermal resistance by the trivial equation: 

( ) /in out

w w
R T T Q= − , where all measured values are averaged, the subscript «w» relates to 

wall, and the subscripts «in» and «out» specify internal and external wall surfaces. 
Since an optimum observation time is chosen, the next evaluation can be done by combining a 
single IR thermogram and heat flux value in a reference point. This is a focus point of the 
proposed methodology. A basic assumption is that a heat flux meter measures both 
conductive and convective heat losses in a reference point («ref») according to Newton's law: 

( )out out

ref w ref aQ h T T= − , where h  is the heat exchange coefficient responsible for both 

convection and linearized radiation, and «a» specifies the ambient. It is also assumed that h  
is constant across an inspected facade even it is not absolutely true. In this way, a mean heat 

flux density through a facade Q% can be determined by using the simple proportion:  
 

                                           ( ) /( )out out out out

ref w a w ref aQ Q T T T T= − −% , (1) 
 

where the mean facade temperature out

w refT  is to be determined by averaging all IR 

thermograms obtained on the facade.  
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The general formula for the calculation of heat balance in buildings is not discussed here. We 
have used the one prescribed by the Russian Building Norms & Rules  (SNiP) 23-02-03 

«Thermal protection of buildings», 2003. According to this document, the energy 
req

Q  required for 

the heating of a building is determined by the formula: 
 

  

                                             
[ ( ) ]

req loss evrd insol
Q Q Q Q ν β= − + ,                           (2)  

 

where 
loss

Q are the total heat losses through all building facades, 
evrd

Q  is the everyday energy 

gain (electrical appliances, presence of people, etc.), 
insol

Q is the energy gain due to solar 

irradiation, ν  (recommended ν =0.8) is the coefficient  taking into account building ability to 
accumulate or return energy, and β  is the coefficient of additional heat losses in non-heated 

areas, etc. (recommended β =1.13 for extended buildings and β =1.11 for tower-like 

buildings). The scheme of the IR thermographic energy audit is shown in Figure 1. 
 

2.  Inspecting a residential house 
 
An example of the approach presented above is presented in Figure 2 where, for a particular 
two-storey residential house in the city of Tomsk, Siberia (mid-October, 2013), the records of 
all involved parameters are shown in their evolution during 50 hrs along with the instant 
values of wall thermal resistance. The input values necessary for further analysis are as 
follows: red brick wall thickness 72 cm, thermal conductivity λ = 0.82 W/(m.oC). The mean 
value of R  is 1.25 W-1.m2.oC for a wall and 0.53 W-1.m2.oC for a window. 
Simultaneously with the measurements of T  and Q , 100 IR thermograms of the outer wall 

were recorded with the time interval of 30 minutes (Figure 2a). Two markers were placed 
within the angle of view. An aluminum foil marker was used to determine the background 
reflected temperature, while a piece of thin cardboard allowed the measurement of ambient 
temperature at the distance of 30 cm off the wall.  
The combination of the IR thermograms and point-like data has allowed to choose the 
optimum observation time in order to obtain a better estimate of R in a single experiment 
(Figure 2b, c). Optimal R  estimates can be done within the period from 17-00 to 9-00 
through the night (of course, this conclusion depends on the month and Sky cloudiness). 
 

3.  Inspecting an office building: Test case 
 
The proposed methodology was applied to perform energy audit of the building of the Tomsk 
Regional Administration (Tomsk White House). The first inspection was done in 1996 to state 
a rather poor quality of building thermal insulation that was conditioned by the low value of 
R =0.46 m2.oC/W of windows which constituted the largest part of side facades. Along with 
inadequate heating system, this caused extra-norm heat losses valued about US$247,0K for a 
heating period that is 236 days in the city of Tomsk, Siberia. Administration employees also 
complained about thermal discomfort in the building where the air temperature at upper floors 
was noticeably higher than at the lower floors (Figure 3a). Following the suggestions of the 
first IR thermographic survey, all building windows were replaced for triple-pane ones, and 
the heating system was renovated. The second energy audit was performed in 2011 to 
demonstrate the increase of window thermal resistance up to 0.60 m2.oC/W (the regional norm 
is 0.547 m2.oC/W). Respectively, the facade temperature became more uniform (Figure 3b), 
and the cost for heating dropped down to US$107,0K  even if the rate was continuously 
growing each year.  
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        Figure 1. Scheme of IR thermographic diagnostics and energy audit of building constructions 
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However it is worth noting that the reduced thermal resistance of the side facades was still fairly 
low (1.5 m2.oC/W) with the regional norm being 3.28 m2.oC/W. 
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Figure 2. Evaluating wall and window thermal resistance (observation time 50 hrs, start point at 17-00): 
 

a – wall fragment analyzed  
      (M - background reflected temperature marker),  
b – brick wall,  
c – window 

 

The quantitative estimates of transmissive heat losses and R reported above have been obtained 
by extending heat flux and temperature values measured in reference points onto the total facade 

area. The reduced thermal resistance values 
red

R  have been calculated by the expression similar 

to Equation (1): 
 

                                          ( ) /( )out out out out

red ref w ref a w aR R T T T T= − − , (3) 
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Figure 3. Evolution of                              in time (determining window thermal resistance in the building of 
Tomsk Region Administration) building    
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where «ref» specifies a reference point. For example, the outer wall reference temperature on a 
window of the second floor was -12 oC with the air temperature being -15.5 oC, i.e. the 
temperature difference was 3.5 oC. The facade mean temperature was -12.7 oC with the 
difference being respectively 2.8 oC. Hence, the reduced thermal resistance of the facade was by 
3.5/2.8=1.25 times higher than that of the window.  We would like to stress again that in the 
proposed approach the role of IR thermography is in the express measurement of the facade 

mean temperature out

w
T . 

Evolutions of thermal parameters that are necessary for the determination of thermal resistance 
were measured by using a 10-channel MG-4.03 «Flow» Russian-made unit for a 7 day-long 
period of time (Figure 4). On the window, the mean R value was 0.60 m2.oC/W. It is interesting 
that the  same  «instant»  value momentarily  measured  with  a  spring-type  IPP-2 fluxmeter was 
0.60 m2.oC/W, i.e. by 13% different from the mean value. 
The overall transmissive heat losses of all building facades were 2840 Gigacalories. Other 
components of heat balance in the building were: air infiltration losses 757 Gigacalories, 
insolation and everyday energy gains were respectively 795 and 163 Gigacalories. Hence, by 
using Equation (2), the total amount of thermal energy required for the heating of the building 
was about 3200 Gigacalories while the actual consumed energy was 3550 Gigacalories 
according to the energy consumption meter mounted in the building. Therefore, the combination 
of both experimental and calculated data has allowed to evaluate heat losses from the building 
with the reasonable accuracy of about 10%. 
 

  
                                      a)                                       b) 

 
Figure 4. IR thermograms of Tomsk Regional Administration building in 1996 (a) and after renovation of the 

heating system and facade thermal resistance (b) 

 

4.  Conclusion 
 
The proposed approach to improve quantitative aspect of IR building thermography is based on 
the combination of overall express IR thermographic inspection of building facades with single 
point heat flux measurements. If inspection conditions are properly defined and necessary IR 
camera corrections are introduced, the proposed methodology ensures a reasonable accuracy of 
about 15 % in the determination of both heat losses and wall thermal resistance. 


